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The Olympics – Editing Task

teh Olympic Games furst started owt over toow thousand seven hundred 
yaers ago dib you no teh very first Games were held in olympia in 
Ancient greece Nowe, every 4 years the Olympic Games take plase in 
diffrent countries al other the wurld

the reason why Ancient Greeks started the olympics woz to selebrate
there Gods zeus and hera events included long jump wrestling boxing 
javelin chariot racing and discus woman were nott allowed to take part

the Olympic Torch
the olympic Torch is always past arownd the country the Olympics iz
hosted in the reason for thiz is becuase bac in ancient Greek times the 
torch woz passed around the country informing peopel of teh games

olympic Rings
there ar 5 Olympic rings and each won represents the 5 continents of the 
world that take part in the Olympics the colors of the rings are black 
green red blue adn yellow

2016 olympic Games
this year, the olympic Games are been held in rio de janeiro in brazil rio
de Janeiro is home to many famous landmarks including Christ the 
redeemer stateu Sugarloaf Mountain and copacabana Beech Wood yoo
like to visit Brazil

Editing Challenge
1. Circle 27 missing capital letters in light blue.
2. Mark 10 missing full stops in red.
3. Underline 35 spelling mistakes in green.
4. Mark 2 missing question marks in purple.
5. Mark 1 missing exclamation mark in yellow.
6. Mark 8 commas used to separate a list in grey.
7. Mark 2 missing commas to indicate parenthesis in orange.
8. Mark 3 missing colons in brown.
9. Mark 2 missing commas to punctuate fronted adverbials.
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The Olympics – Editing Task

The Olympic Games first started out over two thousand seven hundred 
years ago. Did you know the very first Games was held in Olympia in 
Ancient Greece? Now, the Olympic Games take place every 4 years, in 
different countries all over the world.

The reason why Ancient Greeks started the Olympics was to celebrate
their Gods, Zeus and Hera. Events included: long jump, wrestling, boxing,
javelin, chariot racing and discus. Women were not allowed to take part!

The Olympic Torch
The Olympic Torch is always passed around the country the Olympics is 
hosted in. The reason for this is because back in Ancient Greek times the 
torch was passed around the country informing people of the games.

Olympic Rings
There are 5 Olympic rings and each one represents the 5 continents of the 
world that take part in the Olympics. The colours of the rings are: black, 
green, red, blue and yellow.

2016 Olympic Games
This year, the Olympic Games are being held in Rio de Janeiro in Brazil. 
Rio de Janeiro is home to many famous landmarks including: Christ the 
Redeemer statue, Sugarloaf Mountain and Copacabana Beach. Would
you like to visit Brazil?

Editing Challenge
1. Circle 27 missing capital letters in light blue.
2. Mark 10 missing full stops in red.
3. Underline 35 spelling mistakes in green.
4. Mark 2 missing question marks in purple.
5. Mark 1 missing exclamation mark in yellow.
6. Mark 8 commas used to separate a list in grey.
7. Mark 2 missing commas to indicate parenthesis in orange.
8. Mark 3 missing colons in brown.
9. Mark 2 missing commas to punctuate fronted adverbials.
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